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ELECTRONIC TECHNIQUES IN MEDICINE
THE E I G H T H EDSEL B. FORD LECTURE, 1959
V L A D I M I R K . ZWORYKIN, PhD.*

Less than four months ago some 500 delegates from 15 countries gathered in
Paris for the Second International Conference on Medical Electronics and founded
the International Federation of Medical Electronics. Some 130 technical papers were
presented at the Conference which, for a period of four days, held its meetings at the
UNESCO headquarters. Plans were laid for a similar meeting in 1960 in London,
with the prospect of a further meeting in 1961 in Moscow.
These are hopeful signs that medical electronics is at last achieving the wide
recognition which this powerful tool for the advancement of medical knowledge and
the conquest of disease merits. And yet, it is as true as ever that medical electronics
lags far behind its potentialities.
The reasons for this are more readily recognized than overcome. They are
partly a matter of communication, partly one of economics. Thus, success in medical
electronics depends on the close cooperation of electronic engineers and medical
men. I f the engineer is to contribute his share to the common effort he must not
only be proficient in his own field, but must also know enough of medicine to be
able to communicate with medical men and life scientists so as to learn of their
problems and difficulties. Conversely, the medical man or biological investigator must
learn enough electronics to collaborate effectively with electronic engineers and instrument designers. Specialized institutes and medical engineering curricula have been
established in recent years to deal with this problem. These represent a valuable
contribution. However, their scope must be greatly extended to meet the existing need.
The economic difficulty proceeds from the entirely proper conservatism of the
medical profession in its approach to new techniques. New types of medical equipment
find general acceptance only after exhaustive clinical tests. Consequently, there is a
long delay between the original engineering investment and an adequate financial
return from the sale of the finished article. The result is a natural reluctance on the
part of instrument manufacturers to undertake the development of new types of
medical apparatus. This obstacle to progress in medical electronics might be overcome
if government or philanthropic agencies could be persuaded to absorb development
and testing costs.
The above difficulties are very real. However, the challenge of adapting electronic
techniques to the needs of medicine in the interest of the prevention or relief of
human suffering has been such that considerable headway has been made in the
face of them. Today, I want to describe briefly some of these techniques and point
out likely avenues of further advance.
The fact that every vital process is accompanied by an electrical change constitutes
a direct invitation for the development of refined electrical measuring techniques as
aids in physiological research and diagnosis. Such techniques have been carried
farthest for the study of the activities of the heart and the brain. Indeed, Einthoven's
* Honorary Vice-President and Consultant, Radio Corporation of America.
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string galvanometer was developed expressly for the measurement of heart-muscle
potentials or electro-cardiography long before the advent of electronics. It has generally
been replaced by instruments with electronic amplification which serve, at present,
for the diagnosis of heart conditions as well as for the localization of brain tumors
and the indication of epilepsy.
The record of the conventional electrocardiograph or electroencephalograph consists of a series of curve tracings representing the time variation of the potential
difference between fixed points on the body surface. Its interpretation demands
famiharity with the conventional placement of the electrodes and the corresponding
sequence of the tracings. A much more direct visualization of electrical processes
on the body surface, elicited by activity at the heart or brain, is permitted by so-called
area displays. Different types of area displays have been developed by Stanford
Goldman' and his associates in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, by Harold
Shipton' at the Burden Institute in England, by J. C. Lilly' at the National Institutes
of Health, and by Y. N . Ananiev" in Russia. In Lilly's apparatus (Fig. 1) a rectangular
array of electrodes attached to the exposed cortex of a cat is connected with a similar
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Electronic Technicjues in Medicine
array of indicator tubes, whose brightness is modulated by the potential of the corresponding electrode. The indicator panel is photographed by a high-speed motion
picture camera and the film reprojected at a lower speed. With this apparatus it is
found that various stimuli produce characteristic sweeps of potential across the panel.
While limited time and space resolution, improved to some extent in later instruments,
called for further apparatus development, the technique constitutes an effective tool
for the study of the nervous system and the localization of defects in the brain.
Electronic techniques are not limited to a purely passive role in the investigation
of the nervous system. As Wilder Penfield' of the Montreal Neurological Institute
has shown, the application of appropriate stimuli to different parts of the cortex can
cause recollection of remote memories. This represents a first step in an experimental
approach to the problem of memory storage. Other electrical techniques for the active
control of the nervous system have been proposed for non-convulsive electroshock
therapy for mental disorders and for sleep therapy. Both of these techniques are
assumed to function by blocking normal conical conduction. Further investigation
may be required to establish definitely whether the Russian "Electrosonne" apparatus,
developed for producing sleep in patients suffering form insomnia, owes its effectiveness
to direct physiological action or rather to suggestion.
A much more radical intervention in the nervous system is realized in brain
surgery, which also can be greatiy aided by electronics. It has been found that, in
certain disease conditions, relief can be obtained by the destruction of specific
neural tissues. These may lie deep within the brain, at or beyond the limits of
conventional surgery. In such cases, focused beams of ultrasound have been found
helpful in destroying tissue at the beam focus without injury to the intervening
layers. In the equipment developed by W. J. Fry of the University of Illinois,
four 1-mc sound beams are focused by polystyrene lenses at a carefully predetermined
common point within the patient's skull, which is perforated to provide entrance
ports for the beams.' (Fig. 2 ) . This technique has been employed successfully
in the treatment of Parkinson's disease.
In the case of heart disease, too, the role of electronics is not limited to
diagnosis. A well-established technique to overcome heart standstill, encountered from
time to time in the course of surgical operations, is to apply externally pacemaker
electrical pulses with the normal heart rhythm. I f the heart condition which leads
to standstill is momentary, this technique is entirely satisfactory, since normal heart
action will be resumed after a very brief application of the pulses. On the other hand,
if the heart condition is chronic it ceases to be practical since the pacemaker pulses
result in undesirable stimulation of other muscle tissue. Furthermore, the direct
insertion in the heart muscle of the stimulating electrodes attached to an external
pulse generator proves unsatisfactory, since the penetration of the electrodes through
the skin creates a source of irritation and infection. This difficulty was finally removed
by replacing the direct coupling of the electrodes to the pulse generator by inductive
coupling and surgically inserting the plastic-coated secondary of the output transformer
of the pulse generator under the skin of the patient. Fig. 3 shows the insert developed
by Dr. Alexander Mauro of the Rockefeller Institute. In due time, the application of
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transistor techniques and compact batteries should lead to portability of the entire
pulse generating system, so that the patient may move about freely.
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Figure 2
Ultrasonic Focusing Irradiator after W. J. Fry (W. Welkowitz, reference 6).

New approaches for the study of the heart and brain have been supplemented
by new techniques for the investigation of the gastro-intestinal tract. The new tool
provided by electronics for this purpose is the endoradiosonde or "radio pill" which
has been developed in various forms by the Medical Electronics Center of the
Rockefeller Institute in cooperation with Dr. J. T. Farrar' of the Veterans Administration Hospital in New York and RCA's Industrial Electronic Products Division;
by Stuart Mackay and Bertil Jacobson' in Sweden; by M . v. Ardenne'; and H . B.
Srung in Dresden; and by H . G. Noeller in Heidelberg. Our pill (Fig. 4) consists
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Figure 3
Heart Muscle Stimulator. The part shown is inserted surgically and coupled electromagnetically to
the external power source. (Courtesy of Dr. Alexander Mauro).

essentially of a minute transistor oscillator whose frequency is modulated by small
pressure changes and whose leakage field is detected by a frequency-modulation
detector at a distance of the order of a foot away (Fig. 5 ) . The pressure-sensitive
element is a flexible diaphragm supporting the armature of the circuit inductance.
All these components are quite conventional. The special problem to be solved
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The Radio Pill.

before the radio pill could become a practical tool for the study of the gastrointestinal tract was to encapsulate the oscillator in a passive envelope small enough
to be swallowed without discomfort. This envelope had to include a power source
sufficient to maintain oscillations for the time of passage through the tract — from
one to several days. The actual pill is about 1-inch in length and 0.4 inch in
diameter. The firm plastic envelope is perforated and covered by a membrane at
one side to communicate pressure variations to the interior. Power is provided by
a 1.2 volt rechargeable cadmium battery. The pressure variations are registered by
a recording galvanometer attached to the frequency modulation detector. Studies on
28 patients have shown that the radio pill does not affect digestive processes and
is not a source of discomfort. It can thus be employed for patients too ill to permit
the use of more conventional techniques for the study of portions of the tract, such
as gastroscopy.
We now turn away from techniques concerned with diagnosis and treatment
of a particular part of the human anatomy to medical tools of a more general
nature. One of the most powerful of these is the use of x-rays for diagnosis. While
the use of x-rays for this purpose has no rival in many applications, we have become
increasingly aware of the damage which may result from excessive x-ray exposure.
This danger exists particularly in direct fluoroscopic examinations since, in conventional
fluoroscopy, the light emitted by the x-ray screen is so inefficiently utilized by the
observer's eye that the discrimination of sufficient detail may demand exposure to
levels of radiation a thousand times more intensive than those required for x-ray
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Figure 5
Signal Pickup with the Radio Pill.

photography. Fortunately, electronic amplification can raise the brightness level of
the observed image by a comparable factor and thus reduce the necessary x-ray
exposure of the patient to relatively safe levels.
Present methods of electronic image amplification are largely borrowed from
television practice. In fact, one of the most flexible techniques employs simply a verylarge-aperture lens to image the conventional fluoroscopic screen on the photocathode
of a high-sensitivity image orthicon camera.'" (Fig. 6.) The image is viewed on the
screen of a television monitor at a light level which is essentially independent of the
screen brightness. In another system, the x-rays impinge on a fluorescent screen in intimate contact with the photocathode of an image tube and the photoelectrons emitted
by the cathode are accelerated and focused on a small fluorescent screen. The small
screen is then observed directly with a magnifier, or indirectly with a compact
television chain." (Fig. 7.) The acceleration of the electrons and the size reduction
of the image combine to yield an increase in brightness of the viewing screen over the
x-ray screen approaching a thousand.
Still another system, which is perhaps the most interesting, but least developed
of the three, employs a photoconductive layer in series with an eletroluminescent film.".
(Fig. 8.) Alternating voltages are applied across a sandwich of the two films, and
the x-ray pattern is projected on the photoconductor. Light is emitted by those portions
of the electroluminescent layer which are backed by photoconductor subjected to x-ray
radiation; the x-rays increase the conductivity of the photoconductor, effectively short-
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Figure 6
Television System for Observing X-Ray Screen (Morgan, reference 10).

Figure 7
Fluoroscopy with Image Amplifier and Television Camera (Stauffer et el, reference 11).
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Figure 8
Cross Section of Amplifying Fluoroscope Screen (Kazan, reference 12).

ing it out and increasing alternating fields across the electroluminescent layer. The
ridge construction of the photoconductor minimizes its electrical capacity.
Since both the photoconductor and the electroluminescent layer have highly
non-linear electrical characteristics, the x-ray panel amplifier delivers pictures with
high contrast. Brightness gains better than 100 have been achieved at low radiation
levels.
However, before the x-ray panel amplifier can become a practical device replacing
the conventional x-ray screen, improvements must be made in speed of response and
in graininess of the image.
If x-rays occupy a leading position as a diagnostic technique, the microscope is
beyond question the chief research tool of the biological scientist. Unfortunately, the
organic preparations which form the main object of study are frequentiy so uniformly
transparent at high magnification that discrimination of detail becomes very difficult.
In the past, this difficulty has generally been overcome by the use of specific stains
which combine chemically with different substances. This staining technique has the
serious drawback however that it is generally lethal to living substance and may also
cause structural changes. At the same time it is well known that substances which
appear quite transparent in the visible commonly exhibit strong characteristic obsorptions in the ultra-violet portion of the spectrum. An example is provided by identical
sections of kidney tissue observed under unltraviolet illumination with the wavelength
of 2537 Angstroms and visible illumination of 4000 Angstroms. (Fig. 9). The cell
nuclei stand out clearly in the ultraviolet picture.
The above pictures were obtained by observing the microspecimen with an ultraviolet-television camera and photographing the pictures observed on the screen of a
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Figure 9
Identical Sections of Kidney Tissue, Photographed with Television Microscope with 4000 A and
2537 A Illumination, Respectively.
television monitor. Before the introduction of this technique the continuous observation at high magnification of objects illuminated by an ultraviolet source was impossible. Now, the Ultrascope has further simplified direct ultraviolet microscopy.
The Ultrascope consists essentially of an image tube (Fig. 10) and magnifier
which, in an ultraviolet miscroscope, replaces the eyepiece of the conventional instrument. The image tube converts the ultraviolet image projected on its photocathode
into a greenish-yellow image of high brightness on its fluorescent screen. Thus, with
this electronic device, microscopy in the ultraviolet becomes as simple as in the visible
range of the spectrum.
The picture observed with Ultrascope is, of course, in monochrome. Thus, while
it does away with the necessity of staining with possible adverse effects on the specimen
structure, it does not permit the immediate differentiation of various components which
might be achieved with a complex multiple staining technique. Differentiation of color,
without the drawbacks of staining, can, however, be achieved by color translation,
employing highly developed color television techniques. In color translation, each
of the three primary colors, red, blue, and green, is correlated with one of three
selected ultraviolet wavelengths, for which the components of the specimen exhibit
material differences in absorption.'^ Ultraviolet images of the specimen formed with
10
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Figure 10
Ultrascope Image Tube.

these three wavelengths are converted into red, blue, and green images, which are
viewed in superposition. Thus, cyan, yellow, and magenta portions of the compound
image immediately indicate the presence of substances which strongly obsorb the
ultraviolet radiations correlated with red, blue, and green, respectively. Substances
1 I
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absorbing any two of the selected wavelengths will appear tinted with the primary
color corresponding to the third. In brief, the color of different substances is determined
by their ultraviolet absorption spectrum, much as in conventional microscopy the
color is determined by the absorption spectrum in the visible.
Earlier efforts at practical ultraviolet color translation employed photographic
methods.'*''^ They necessarily involved long time delays between specimen exposure
and observation, and demanded large expenditures for materials. Instantaneous observation with color translation become possible only with the application of television
techniques." Here, the specimen is illuminated in successive vertical fly-back periods
with ultraviolet radiation of the three selected vertical fly-back periods with ultraviolet
radiation of the three selected wavelengths. An ultraviolet-sensitive camera receives
the image of the specimen. The picture signals are channeled successively to the
corresponding color channels of a television monitor. The red, blue, and green pictures
formed on the screen of the color kinescope are fused by persistence of vision into
a compound color picture of the specimen.

Figure 11
The Ultraviolet Color Translating Television Microscope at the Rockefeller Institute.

In the instrument constructed at the Rockefeller Institute in New York," (Fig. 11)
illumination is provided by three separate ultraviolet monochromators provided with
thyratron-controlled mercury-arc sources. The radiation from the exit slits of the
monochromators is directed into the substage of the ultraviolet microscope by a
rotating 45-degree mirror. (Fig. 12). The striking of the mercury arcs, the vertical
deflection of the television systems, and the gating of the three color channels are all
controlled by commutator contacts on the mirror mounting, which has total rotation
period of 1/20 second. A high-sensitivity image orthicon with an ultraviolet-trans-
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Figure 12
Block Diagram of Color Translating Microscope at Rockefeller Institute.

missive front end serves as camera tube. The monitor is a conventional color
television receiver converted to field-sequential operation.
A good example of the type of picture provided by the ultraviolet color translating microscope is given by a specimen of nucleated red cells of frog blood. (Fig. 13).
Here a wavelength of 315 millimicrons was correlated with red, 265 millimicrons with
green, and 400 millimocrons with blue. The red portions of the picture correspond
to the nuclei of the cells, where the wavelengths corresponding to green and blue are
both strongly absorbed by nucleic acid. The hemoglobin in the body of the cell is
responsible for the yellow tint, resulting from the absorption of blue. The white corpuscles appear magenta as the result ot the absorption of the wavelength correlated
with green. Finally, a quantitative idea of the relative absorption of the different cell
constituents at the selected wavelengths may be obtained by applying the signals from
the three color channels to a line selector oscilloscope. This gives a visible representation of the variation in signal amplitude along a particular scanning line.
The primary aim of the various forms of ultraviolet microscopy which have been
described is the accentuation of contrast, in the form either of brightness differences
or of color differences, between different specimen components. The increased resolution obtainable, in view of the somewhat shorter wavelengths of ultraviolet as
compared with visible radiation, is generally a secondary consideration. Whenever
very high resolution is required in biological investigations, another electronic instrument fills the gap, the electron microscope. (Fig. 14). While this instrument has, for
a long time, been the object of independent development, it too, in its early stages.

1.^
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Figure 13
Picture of Nucleated Frog Blood Red Cell with Oscillograph Traces Indicating Absorption at 315,
265, and 400 millimicrons.

represented an application of techniques familiar from cathode-ray oscilloscope and
television studies. The staff of the Edsel B. Ford Institute has contributed materially
to the application of this powerful electronic research tool and is without doubt
well aware of its potentiaUties.
In all of the problems considered so far the application of electronics has led to
material progress. There are at least as many in which electronics may well provide
the ultimate solution, although success has eluded us so far. An example is the
measurement of intraocular pressure in a manner not painful to the patient. This is
of great importance in the early detection of glaucoma, a blinding disease endemic in
an aging population. Attempts to measure the pressure change optically or by a resulting
change in the propagation time of ultrasonic pulses through the eyeball or along its
surface are under investigation, but have not led to success. There is ample scope
for new ideas and techniques for the solution of problems of this kind.
There are, finally, a number of ways in which the electronic engineer can contribute materially to the overall economy and efficiency of our health care. In particular, present practices of hospital operation suggest many possible points of improvement with respect to optimum utilization of skilled personnel and maximum economy.
Thus, the replacement of the conventional thermometer with high-speed thermistorprobe could greatly accelerate the time-consuming process of temperature recording.
An experimental thermometer of this kind, arranged for printing out the temperature.
14
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Figure 14
RCA EMU-3 Electron Microscope.
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is shown in Fig. 15. In fact, with the development of suitable automatic recording
equipment the skilled nursing staff could be relieved altogether of the routine of
taking the patient's temperature and pulse, which could be taken over by less skilled
personnel. Furthermore, automatic data transfer from the punched-card record of
the recording instrument to the patient's record would both save time and ehminate
error. Numerous other techniques could, without doubt, be borrowed from automation techniques currently applied in industrial practice to reduce the cost and improve
the quality of hospital services.

Figure 15
Experimental High-Speed Thermometer for the Automatic Recording of Patients' Temperatures.

The rapid increase in accumulated medical knowledge confronts us with an even
more urgent problem. To an ever-increasing degree, individual physicians can not
store in their memories the vast amount of information which has bearing on the
proper diagnosis of disease from the symptoms exhibited by a particular patient. What
he needs is the possibility of recourse to a much larger memory containing the countless correlations between symptoms, disease, and therapy, which are now scattered
through the medical literature and the hospital records of the world. Modern computer technology has provided us with the vast, high-speed access memories needed
for such a purpose and our communication system would permit such a single
memory store to serve physicians scattered over a wide area. What is still lacking is
the extensive research required to determine the best method of coding the available
information in computer language and in planning the computer logic so that it may
provide the needed answers.
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A small beginning in this direction has been made. A group of physicians at the
New York and Mt. Sinai Hospitals, in cooperation with the Medical Electronics
Center of the Rockefeller Institute and the RCA Electronic Data Processing Division,
have set up an experimental program for the differential diagnosis of the hematological
diseases, making use of available hospital records. Ninety-eight different symptoms were
employed as indicators for some 30 diseases. To obtain a diagnosis for a given hospital
case, the observed symptoms were recorded on a tape and compared by the computer
with the symptom listings for the several diseases, also recorded on a magnetic tape.
On the basis of this comparison, the computer printed out a list of diseases consistent
with the observed symptoms, as well as those untested symptoms which might facilitate
a positive diagnosis. It was found that, in the great majority of test cases, a positive
diagnosis or a relatively short list of possible alternative diseases was provided. It
is expected that much further work will be done to refine and extend the procedure.
Diagnosis is only one important application of electronic data processing in the
field of medicine. Other important services which it may provide are the maintenance
of standardized health records for the population, the charting of the origin and the
course of epidemics, and the analysis of statistical data on the effect of new drugs
and health measures. The rapid access to needed information provided by modern
electronic computer techniques is equally significant for the extension and for the
rapid application of medical knowledge.
In summary, medical electronics offers a great array of novel techniques which
can contribute materially to the fruitfulness of medical research and the effectiveness
of medical practice. Their development and elaboration demands close cooperation
of medical men and life scientists with engineers and physical scientists for the common goal of improving health and overcoming suffering. Such cooperation is realized
to an increasing degree today. It will bear its best fruits when the public support
given to this effort is commensurate with its importance for our public welfare.
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